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Abstract—Non-linearities introduced by the power amplifier
stage can significantly reduce the performance of self-interference
cancellation in full-duplex transceivers. Accordingly, we propose
a full-duplex system architecture that predistorts the digital
baseband transmit signal to account for the non-linear memory
effects of the power amplifier. Implementation results for a 5 MHz
OFDM signal (operating with 20 dBm average transmit power)
on a full-duplex testbed show that a further 13 dB suppression
can be obtained, compared to the case when no predistortion
is applied. The power levels of out-of-band emissions are also
significantly reduced.
Index Terms—Full-Duplex, Digital Predistortion, Power Amplifier, Non-Linear Modelling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The limited availability of suitable radio frequency (RF)
spectrum has renewed interest in physical-layer technologies
to improve spectral efficiency. One of the most promising
techniques is full-duplex communication, where transmission
and reception can occur simultaneously in the same frequency
band [1]. The practical realisation of such systems requires
the strong self-interference signal (arising from the closely
coupled transmitter and receiver circuits) to be suppressed,
ideally to the noise-floor, as any residual self-interference
will reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of the incoming desired
signal. Suppression of the self-interference typically requires
an analog/RF cancellation signal to avoid saturating the receiver front-end [2], [3], [4]. Full-duplex systems can be
broadly categorised into those which generate this analog
cancellation signal by directly coupling a replica of transmit
signal before the antenna and applying RF signal processing
via tapped delay lines, attenuators and phase-shifters e.g., [2],
[5]; and those which synthesise the RF cancellation signal
from baseband using a separate transmitter chain, e.g., [3],
[4], [6], [7] (hereafter referred to as the Rice architecture). This
paper focuses on the more widely studied Rice architecture,
which does not require reconfigurable analog hardware, and
allows all signal processing to be performed in the digital
baseband [1].
Transmitter non-linearities, in particular those introduced by
the RF power amplifier, have a significant impact on fullduplex systems [7], [8], [9]. The analog suppression stage
will typically remove the (dominant) components of the selfinterference that are proportional to the transmitted signal, i.e.,
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the linear terms. The non-linear distortions introduced by nonideal hardware components remain, and must be removed in
the digital domain. Accordingly, much previous theoretical
research has focused on developing appropriate models for
the distortions introduced by: the digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) non-linearities [7]; quantisation noise [9], [10]; IQ
imbalance [7], [11]; sampling jitter [12]; phase-noise [13],
[14]; and the impact of the physical transmission channel [15].
The RF power amplifier is usually the last component in
the transmit chain, and the non-linearities (including memory
effects [16]) it introduces [7], [8], [11] will thus cause many of
the preceding distortions to couple, complicating the analysis
and limiting the effectiveness of models that treat each term
in isolation [7], [11].
Unfortunately, for full-duplex to be used in practice high
transmit powers are required, e.g., WLAN systems typically
operate with 20–30 dBm transmit power. Previous implementations of full-duplex systems employing the Rice architecture
have achieved suppression close to the noise-floor for low
transmit powers (below 0 dBm) [3], [4]. However, in [3], [4],
and [7], operating at higher transmission powers (i.e., outside
the linear region of the power amplifiers) was observed to
introduce a significant ‘non-cancellable’ residual component.
For example, in the hardware setup described by [7], the
residual component was 30 dB above the noise-floor when
operating with 20 dBm transmit power.
Digital predistortion of the signal before the power amplifier
can be used to reduce unwanted out of band transmissions, improve the error vector magnitude at the receiver, and increase
efficiency (by allowing operation with lower back-off) [17,
pp. 190–196]. Predistortion effectively linearises the output of
the power amplifier (and thus of the transmitted RF signal).
Accordingly, predistortion may be useful in a full-duplex
context by reducing the coupling between the IQ imbalance
(and other hardware non-idealities) and the RF non-linear
effects. The resulting transmit signal should have significantly
reduced non-linear components, which in turn would allow
simpler cancellation models to be used.
Contributions: In this paper we propose an extension of
the Rice full-duplex architecture by including wideband digital predistortion of the transmit chain to account for nonlinearities arising from the power amplifier. The cancellation
chain is also predistorted to further compensate for any residual non-linear components still present in the transmitted signal. The digital predistortion algorithm is based on a memory
polynomial model and multiple iterations are used to improve
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Fig. 1. Application of the predistortion coefficients, w, to the baseband signal,
u(n). A postdistortion step is used to estimate w from training data. Adapted
from [18].

convergence. The proposed architecture is implemented on a
hardware testbed and experiments are performed to quantify
the improvement in suppression that is obtained, relative to
the case when no predistortion is applied.
Outline: This paper is organised as follows. Section II
outlines the methodology for the predistortion of power amplifiers, and includes experimental results when the power
amplifier is considered in isolation. Section III discusses how
predistortion can be incorporated into a full-duplex system.
Implementation results on an experimental testbed are reported
in section IV.
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In this section we outline the application of digital predistortion to a RF power amplifier in isolation; in sections III
and IV we discuss how this approach can be extended to fullduplex systems. The basic idea behind digital predistortion is
to compensate for the compression introduced by the power
amplifier by appropriately distorting the baseband signal.
Fig. 1 shows how a baseband signal, u(n), is predistorted
before passing through the power amplifier. In the ideal case,
when the predistorted signal, x(n), is applied as an input to
the non-linear power amplifier, the output, y(n), will simply
be u(n), and free of non-linear distortion. The predistortion
step thus requires finding a suitable model for the inverse of
the power amplifier. For narrowband signals, where memory
effects can be neglected, the inverse can be found relatively
easily by sweeping the input power, and either fitting a
low-order polynomial model, or deriving look-up-tables [17,
pp. 99–101]. However, wideband signals typically require
taking the non-linear memory effects into account (which
arise from propagation delays in the circuit and thermal time
constants [18]), i.e., the output depends not only on the current
input but also on the previous values [17].
A. Memory Polynomial Models
General models for characterising non-linearities with memory can be formulated from the Volterra series [18], [19].
For signals where the bandwidth is small compared to the
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of a 512-tone, 5 MHz OFDM signal through an RF power
amplifier (with 20 dBm total output power and 2.48 GHz carrier frequency)
and after two successive DPD stages. The signal is attenuated by 20 dB before
measurement.

carrier frequency (e.g., in most typical wireless systems), the
generalised Volterra series can be simplified to a memory
polynomial expansion [18], [20]. In this case, for an arbitrary
non-linearity excited with input x(n), the output signal, y(n),
can be expressed
y(n) =

II. P OWER A MPLIFIER D IGITAL P REDISTORTION
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where akm are the coefficients to be determined, and K
and M are the maximum polynomial order and delay considered, respectively. The basis functions in (1) have the
k
form x(n) |x(n)| to ensure the phase-information in x(n) is
preserved. Memory polynomial models have previously been
shown to accurately characterise the non-linear effects of a
range of RF power amplifiers [18], [21]. Even ordered terms
are included in (1) as previous research has shown the DAC
introduces baseband non-linear effects [4].
Predistorting for the power amplifier non-linearities requires
us to find the inverse of (1). While the inverse of a memory
polynomial is also a memory polynomial, explicitly inverting
the model is challenging [18], [19]. In this paper, we follow
the approach outlined in [18] and [19], where (1) is applied
to model the inverse of the power amplifier directly, i.e.,
the output, y(n), is used to predict the input, x(n). This
method is termed postdistortion, and Fig. 1 depicts a block
diagram showing how the coefficients are estimated from the
inverse amplifier model. Once the system has converged the
coefficients are copied into the predistortion stage, which can
then be run in open loop [18].
The KM predistortion coefficients, w, are estimated by
transmitting a frame (containing N samples) of training data,
x = u(n), for n = 1, . . . N . The received samples, y(n), are
gathered into an N × (KM ) matrix, Y. Each column in Y
corresponds to a specific coefficient in w, and is distorted
k
according to the basis function, y(n − m) |y(n − m)| . The
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Fig. 3. Full duplex system block diagram showing the transmitter, cancellation and receiver chains. Digital predistortion (indicated by the DPD blocks) is
applied to both the transmit and cancellation chains. Further suppression is achieved by estimating and regenerating the self-interference (SI) in the digital
domain.

inverse model for the power amplifier can then be compactly
expressed as x̂ = Yw. The estimation error is e = x − x̂, and
the least-squares solution that minimises ||e||2 is thus
−1 H
w = YH Y
Y x.
(2)
In practice, the received signal, y(n), must first be aligned
to x(n), but this can be achieved via standard framesynchronisation techniques.
B. Experimental Verification
Fig. 2 shows the measured baseband signal spectrum for
a wideband orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM)
signal after passing through an external Skyworks SE2576L
30 dB gain power amplifier, operating at 2.4 GHz carrier
frequency. The OFDM signal has 512 tones (each modulated
with 64-QAM) and 5 MHz bandwidth, however, the received
signal is sampled at 20 MHz to observe the effectiveness
of predistortion on the out-of-band components. The power
amplifier is operated with an average output power of 20 dBm
(the peak-to-average power ratio of this OFDM signal is
approximately 10 dB), and a 20 dB attenuator is placed
before the receiver front-end. The RF front-end is a National Instruments NI 5791 transceiver module, and the digital
baseband samples are generated and processed using Matlab
(further details of the experimental setup are described in
section IV). The receiver noise-floor for these measurements
is approximately −58 dBm, as the reference level is placed at
+8 dB and the ADC has approximately 11.5 effective number
of bits, providing 66 dB dynamic range [22].
The wideband OFDM signal is distorted by the power
amplifier (other distortions will also be introduced, including
IQ imbalance, but we focus here on the amplifier distortions).
Fig. 2 shows that when the input signal is not predistorted,
strong out-of-band emissions are observed in the received
signal spectrum, and the peak of these side-lobes are approximately 40 dB down from the average power level. Also
shown in Fig. 2 is the signal spectrum when the same input

signal is digitally predistorted using the approach outlined in
section II-A. The maximum delay considered is M = 8, with
maximum polynomial order K = 8, leading to a total of 81
coefficients to be estimated. The length of the training frame
is 41600 samples. In this case, further increasing M , or K,
does not provide a significant improvement to the residual
side-lobe level. After two iterations, the power of the outof-band emissions can be rejected by 20 dB, and these are
only slightly above the noise floor. In order to characterise the
non-linearities it is necessary to sample the received signal at
a higher frequency than the nominal transmit bandwidth. For
example, in Fig. 2, sampling at 5 MHz would lead to the out
of band emissions being aliased back in band, complicating
the extraction of the predistortion coefficients.
III. A PPLICATION TO F ULL -D UPLEX S YSTEMS
In a typical Rice-architecture full-duplex system, the transmission and cancellation chains are sounded to determine
the necessary relative delay and attenuation that must be
applied to the baseband cancellation signal to align it with
the received self-interference [3], [4]. In the absence of nonlinear effects and other hardware non-idealities (typically when
operating at low transmit power, e.g., below 0 dBm), this
approach works well and can provide cancellation close to
the noise-floor [4], [7]. However, increasing the transmission
power tends to introduce strong non-linear components in the
transmitted signal, making it difficult to suppress all the selfinterference with an analog cancellation signal. Furthermore,
the cancellation chain itself also introduces non-linearities,
which arise from the internal amplifiers in the RF front-end
(not depicted in Fig. 3). In theory, these non-linear components
can be suppressed in the digital domain, however, the cascade
of DAC non-linearities, IQ imbalance and RF non-linearities
complicates the signal models [7]. In particular, care must be
taken not to over-fit any digital models to the analog residual,
as in reality the incoming desired signal would also be present.
As shown in Fig. 3, the approach taken in this paper
is to predistort both the transmitter and cancellation chains,
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thereby accounting for both sets of non-linearities. The impact
of the channel (including any internal reflections within the
system, and the actual multipath wireless channel) will also
be captured by the memory terms of the predistortion model,
when sufficient delay terms are included.
The transmitter and cancellation predistortion coefficients
are computed sequentially by sounding the channels using a
randomly generated OFDM training signal. First, the transmitchain coefficients, wtx , are computed using (2), where Y is
the received signal matrix, and x is the N × 1 vector of
training samples. The cancellation chain coefficients, wcx ,
could be computed similarly, however, section II-B shows
residual non-linearities are present in the received signal even
after several iterations of the predistortion algorithm. Thus,
to further increase the cancellation, we compute wcx by
setting x in (2) to −ytx , the signal obtained after predistorting
the transmitter-chain. While computing the coefficients can
be computationally expensive (requiring the inverse of a
81×41600 matrix), our experiments have shown both sets
of coefficients remain largely constant, and thus could be
computed off-line and stored.
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL V ERIFICATION
Our full-duplex testbed consists of a NI FlexRIO PXIe-1082
chassis and two NI 5791 transceiver modules, each containing
a transmit and receive chain. The same local oscillator is
inherently used by the transmit and receive chains within each
NI 5791 module and is explicitly shared between each card
to reduce the impact of phase noise [13], [14]. An external
power amplifier (Skyworks SE2576L) is used to provide up to
20 dBm (average) transmit power, while a low-noise-amplifier
(Minicircuits ZX60-272LN+) is used on the receiver side to
increase the sensitivity to the incoming desired signal. Two
vertically orientated 2.4 GHz ‘rubber duck’ antennas are used
and spaced 30 cm apart, providing approximately 20 dB
‘passive’ isolation. As shown in Fig. 3, the RF cancellation
signal is applied before the LNA using an RF combiner
(Minicircuits ZX10-2-252-S+).
Fig. 4(a) shows the transmitted and residual self-interference
spectra for a 5 MHz, 512-tone OFDM signal when no predistortion is applied. The (average) transmission power is
20 dBm, and strong side-lobes are observed; these are also
present in the residual after analog suppression has been
applied. The power of the self-interference before the analog
cancellation stage (at the receiving antenna) is approximately
0 dBm; in this case, the analog stage provides 37 dB suppression. Applying linear digital cancellation (i.e., attempting
to remove components in the residual proportional to the
transmitted signal) does not increase the suppression. This
observation is consistent with [3] and [4], where it was
noted that the combined suppression obtained from successive
analog and digital-linear stages is approximately constant.
As observed in Fig. 4(a), application of a joint cancellation
model [7] that includes non-linear components of the complex
conjugate of the baseband transmit signal—thereby partially
accounting for the IQ imbalance in the mixers, and nonlinearities introduced by the DAC—marginally improves the
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(b)
Fig. 4. Experimentally measured suppression spectrum for a 5 MHz bandwidth, 2.48 GHz full-duplex system operating with 20 dBm transmit power:
(a) no predistortion applied; and (b) the transmit and cancellation chains are
predistorted.

suppression. However, the resulting residual is still approximately 30 dB from the measured noise-floor. In this configuration, the measured noise-floor is approximately −68 dBm
(it should be noted that this value is measured after the LNA,
which provides approximately 13 dB gain).
Fig. 4(b) shows that predistorting the transmit and cancellation chains results in significantly reduced side-lobes in
the analog residual signal. The power of the analog residual
is 2 dB lower in the non-predistorted case, however, in this
case, application of digital cancellation (using the joint model)
significantly reduces the self-interference by a further 11 dB,
to within approximately 17 dB of the measured noise floor. To
understand why this occurs, let us consider the case where the
transmit signal before the power amplifier, x(n), is distorted
by IQ imbalance,
x(n) = αx0 (n) + jβ xe0 (n),

(3)

where α and β are introduced by the gain and phase mismatch

5

between the I and Q mixers, x0 (n) is the baseband transmit
signal, and xe0 (n) is the complex conjugate. Substituting (3)
into (1), gives the resulting coupling of IQ imbalance and RF
non-linear terms in the transmitted signal,
y(n) =
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akm αx0 (n − m) + jβ xe0 (n − m)

k=0 m−0
k

αx0 (n − m) + jβ xe0 (n − m) .

(4)

Non-linear components of the complex conjugate are present
in (4), and these will not be removed by the analog cancellation
stage. The residual self-interference is difficult to suppress
digitally, as shown in Fig. 4(a), due to the large number of
non-linear cross-terms containing both x0 (n) and xe0 (n) [7].
However, predistorting for the power amplifier, essentially
‘undoes’ the coupling in (4), reducing the relative strength
of the cross-terms, leaving only the linear IQ terms, which
can easily removed in the digital stage.
Compared to Fig. 2, stronger out of band emission are
observed in the transmit signal spectra shown in Fig. 4(b).
However, it must be noted that in Fig. 4(b), the transmit
signal is measured before the transmitting antenna using a
coupler. The predistortion applied to the transmitted signal also
accounts for delays in the wireless channel and any further
non-linearities introduced by the receiver chain. It should also
be noted that in Figs. 4(a) and (b), the digital cancellation
models are only fit to the first 10% of the analog residual signal
to avoid the risk of over-fitting. The computed coefficients are
then applied to the remainder of the frame to determine the
suppression achieved. The actual transmission frame is also
different from the those used to sound the channel or compute
the predistortion coefficients.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
One of the most significant limitations in the practical realisation of full-duplex systems are the non-linearities introduced
by the RF power amplifier. In particular, for wideband transmission, the non-linear memory effects of the power amplifier
cascade and couple with preceding distortions introduced by
non-ideal hardware components. In this paper we propose
digital predistortion of the transmitter-chain to linearise the
power amplifier. Implementation results show that by doing
so, many of the other hardware impairments, such as IQ
imbalance, can be easily suppressed in the digital domain. For
a 20 dBm OFDM signal operating with 5 MHz bandwidth,
our results show a further 13 dB suppression can be obtained,
compared to the case when predistortion is not applied.
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